
            THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND   Woody Guthrie 1940

 Woody wrote this as a response to Irving Berlin’s “God Bless America”, which 
he found irritating & complacent. Various renditions of Woody’s beloved song 
have emerged: Canadians sing the “Travelers” version, including some formerly 
deleted verses of the original. Canadian artist Neil Young’s 2012 version uses 
the U.S. chorus (#1 ) rather than the Canadian chorus (#2). U.S. verses tend to 
talk about the beauty, but not the politics. My version is a mash-up of both 
version.  Right on, eh?

 
                            1,2,3,4, 1 (first sung note: G)

                                      C *                              G*
                  This land is your land, this land is my land, 
Chorus #                   D7 *                             G
  One         From California, to the New York Island.
                                                  C                                         G
                  From the Redwood Forests, to the Gulf Stream Waters,
                   D7                                               G
                  This land was made for you and me.

  (tacit)      C                                  G
As I went walking, that ribbon of highway,
             D7                               G    
 I saw above me, that endless skyway.
              C                             G
I saw below me, that golden valley,
 D7                                                G
 This land was made for you and me.

                    (tacit)        C                                 G
                  This land is your land, this land is my land,
Chorus #                      D7                          G
   Two         From Bonavista, to Vancouver Island.
                                            C                                       G
                   From the Arctic Circle, to the Great Lakes Waters,
                    D7                                              G
                   This land was made for you and me. (repeat line on outro)

(tacit)              C                                       G



(tacit)              C                                       G
I roamed and rambled, and followed my footsteps,
                           D7                                G
To the sparkling sands of, her diamond deserts.
                 C                                   G
While all around me, a voice was sounding,
           D7                                               G
Sayin’ this land was made for you and me.                                                                  
         
 (tacit)         C                                    G
Was a high wall  there, that tried to stop me.
                  D7                              G
A sign was painted, said “no trespassin’”
                 C                                  G
But on the back side, it didn’t say nothin’,
 D7                                               G
This side was made for you and me.

 (tacit)              C                           G
The sun came singing, and I was strolling,
                                  D7                                 G
And the wheat fields waving, the dust clouds rolling.
                         C                           G
As the fog was lifting, a voice was chanting,
 D7                                                G
This land was made for you and me.

( tacit)    C                      G
Nobody livin’, can ever stop me,
             D7                             G
As I go walking, my freedom highway.
              C                              G
Nobody living, can make me turn back,
 D7                                               G
This land was made for you and me.          Outro: Choruses  1 and 2

              C                    
*Use a little “decoration” note on the C chord by sliding up to the D note on the fifth 
fret (on the 4th beat).  Slide the G chord down to a G diminished chord on the 4th 
beat.  Slide the D7 down to C#7 on the 4th beat.  This gives texture to your playing.
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